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Secured File Sharing for Businesses
Taking Data Privacy to the Next Level

Business runs on information being shared between parties – clients, customer, vendors,
and partners. The good news is more information than ever can be sent via the internet
for effective and efficient transfer of documentation and data. However, concerns
regarding data security and a secure IT Cloud Environment are still the #1 issue on
people’s minds. We have all read about situations where large corporations and even
government agencies have had encrypted data and documents stolen by sophisticated
hackers. Nothing is 100% secure, but MY Secure Link is the only File Sharing solution to
use 2-Factor Authentication providing a strong security layer in addition to encryption.

File sharing in some form has been around for years and continues to evolve with the new
technology. MY TrueCloud is a technology innovator determined to provide the most robust
and scalable solutions on the market. MY Secure Link incorporates advanced file sharing
technology that is integrated into one simple-to-use, yet powerful solution. The goal is to
make it as easy as drag and drop, but have all of the processes and controls in place to
ensure files are delivered, viewed, and downloaded by the authorized person. Businesses
need to have the ability to confidently receive and send files regardless of size, location,
type, or device. Those are barriers your business will not encounter with MY Secure Link.

Does your business send or receive sensitive files with credit card information, social
security numbers, financial accounts/information, or other company confidential
information? If so, MY Secure Link provides your business with a secured file portal that
shows you are taking Data Privacy to the Next Level – a powerful message to the market.

“MY Secure Link is the only File Sharing
Solution to use 2-Factor Authentication
Security when Encryption is not enough.”

How can MY Secure Link help your business?
 Branded Portal – Your own unique internet portal access using your business
logo, colors, URL, and name to ensure your company receives high visibility to
drive brand recognition.
 Accessible from Any Device and Any Platform – Documents can be sent
and received from any device (smart phone, tablet or laptop), on any platform
(Apple, Microsoft, Google, Kindle, etc.), and accessible from anywhere there is an
internet connection. Providing easy accessibility always strengthens a close
partnership.
 Hosted Solution – MY TrueCloud manages the entire 100% Cloud solution in
multiple secure sites using our proprietary SSL/VPN Tunneling architecture in
conjunction with our proprietary Invisible Cloud Token technology. Simply put, you
are in very safe hands because we pride ourselves in being experts in secured
hosted environments. We provide you peace of mind so you can focus on growing
your business. No other file share provider can provide this level of expertise and
security.
 Daily Backup – The comfort in knowing that if a document is lost for whatever
reason it can quickly be recovered from your MTC archive.
 Casual User – Making your business more effective and efficient drives growth,
profitability, and customer satisfaction. MTC provides a low-cost Casual User
option that allows a business to encourage your clients, customers, vendors, and
partners to use your secure file portal. As a business, you can provide this service
(building good-will) or pass on the cost - your choice.

One definition of “link” is “a relationship between 2 parties where one affects the other”.
When you send and receive files, it is critical that your internet link is as secure as
possible because all parties can be severely impacted (financially, legally, and morally) if
data privacy is breached. In business, your reputation, integrity, and commitment to those
who work with you are paramount, and having MY Secure Link provides the assurance
you have not taken that commitment lightly!

What features make MY Secure Link the leading file share solution?
 Advanced Security - MTC’s proprietary 2-Factor Authentication technology
(“Invisible Cloud Token”) turns a device’s browser into a One-Time Password
virtual token. Easy for anyone to manage the additional 2-Factor Security with
Encryption.
 No Boundaries - No file size or file type limitations (e.g. email, files, and
pictures).
 Multi-Sync - Sync files to special folders and sync folders to specific computers
and people for seamless collaboration.

 Advanced Permission Setting - Allow establishment of individual resource
access criteria to specific folders and accounts.
 Advanced Forensic Monitoring – Real-time tracking on all activities and
versioning on all documents. Retain unlimited version history.
 Public API – Ability to easily connect with any legacy system to maximize existing
IT infrastructure resulting in lower deployment costs.

 Instant Notification – Sender and Receiver of files are instantly notified via a
chosen device that files have transferred to MY Secure Link which improves
productivity.
 Google and Outlook Integration – Email sync to upload and retain important
communication.
MY Secure Link provides a strong foundation for a small to medium size business looking
for innovative ways to become more collaborative and efficient. Our solution can be in
production in a few days. MY TrueCloud believes we need to prove ourselves every day,
so our customers may sign a month-to-month agreement. MY Secure Link integrates with
MY TrueCloud’s document management system, so when that level of functionality is
needed, you have the comfort knowing you have a partner that can grow with you.

